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Abstract
Solar-driven nitrogen fixation is a potential solution to satisfying industrial and agricultural
demand, but is severely hampered by the difficulties in capturing, activating and cleaving the
dinitrogen (N2). Here, the defect TiO2 nanobamboo arrays (DTiO2 NBAs) is designed with an
electro-reduction strategy, which, for the first time, successfully converted N2 to ammonia
(NH3) in the visible and near infrared light range under ambient conditions, without any
sacrificial agent or noble-metal co-catalysts. A highly selective NH3 yield of 48.3 mg m-2 h-1
(178 μmol g-1 h-1, no N2H4 formation) is obtained on the DTiO2 NBAs haired titanium foil.
The apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) was measured to be 0.39% at 365 nm, 0.12% at 405
nm, 0.11% at 450 nm, 0.15% at 532 nm, 0.24% at 650 nm, and 0.07% at 780 nm. It is found
that the electro-reduction process creates amorphous surface layer with modest oxygen
vacancy (Ovac) density so as to greatly enhance light harvesting, charge carrier, photo-thermal
effect, as well as nitrogen adsorption and hydrogenation activity. The alternating photofixation pathway is also confirmed by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. This
novel nanobamboo TiOx architecture shows a potential as a new artificial nitrogen fixation for
environmentally friendly NH3 production.
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1. Introduction
Ammonia (NH3) is one of the most important raw material for the fertilizer industry and basic
organic chemicals [1,2]. Also, NH3 has been long considered as an ideal hydrogen carrier
owing to its high hydrogen storage density (17.6 wt %), liquefiable (<8 bar) and carbon-free
features [3]. From 1908, most of the NH3 is synthesized via the Haber-Bosch process under
extremely high-pressure (>200 bar) and high-temperature (>673 K), annually consuming
more than 1% of the global energy supply,and resulting in large amount of CO2 emission [4–
2

6]. Thus, there is a longstanding demand for developing a renewable and scalable approach
toward the cheap conversion from dinitrogen (N2) into NH3.
Photocatalysis can use solar energy to generate energetic electrons for N2 activation, and
provide an opportunity for the conversion from N2 (typically water is involved) into NH3
under ambient conditions (equation 1–2) [7–9]. The huge free energy gain (ΔG°=339 kJ
mol−1) makes this reaction a potential new artificial photosynthesis of NH3 (equation 3).
2H2O + 4h+ → O2 + 4H+

(1)

N2 + 6H+ +6e- → 2NH3

(2)

1/2N2 + 3/2H2O → NH3 + 3/4O2 (ΔG°=339 kJ mol−1)

(3)

However, photocatalytic N2 fixation is severely challenged by the low conversion
efficiency from N2 to NH3, due to the strong N≡N triple bonds (941.69 kJ mol–1) and the
weak binding between N2 and photocatalyst, which lead to a high energy barrier concerned
with N2 reduction reaction (NRR) [10,11]. Therefore, it is significantly necessary to enhance
the adsorption of N2 on the surface of photocatalyst, as well as the sufficient activation of
N≡N triple bonds. To address this, one strategy is to combine nitrogenase with synthesize
biomimetic photocatalysts to capture N2 and cleave the N≡N triple bonds (equation 4)
[9,12,13].
N2 ＋ 6H+ ＋ nMg-ATP ＋6e- → 2NH3＋nMg-ADP＋nPi

(4)

Unfortunately, the nitrogenases are easy to loss their activities in less than 45 s without the
protection of microbial respiration in the real world. Alternatively, much attention has been
focused on introducing defects into the crystal lattices of semiconductor photocatalysts to
form unsaturated sites and surface oxygen vacancies (Ovac), which play an important role in
enhancement of the N2 adsorption and activitation of N≡N triple bonds [14–17]. Nevertheless,
few defect-engineered photocatalysts showed satisfied NRR activity and selectivity due to
improper defect concentration, weak visible-light absorption or poor anti-photocorrosion
3

capacity [15,18]. In this context, there is intense interest in new nanostructured catalysts that
simultaneously have high activity, hight selectivity, long-term stablility and low cost [19].
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has long been considered as the most promising photocatalyst for
scale-up applications in energy conversion, in terms of its stability, low cost and nontoxicity
[20]. As early as 1977, Guth and Schrauzer reported for the first time that TiO2 powder can
reduce N2 into NH3 under the irradiation of ultraviolet (UV) light [21]. Recently, Hirakawa
found the rutile TiO2 (commercial name JRC-TIO-6) which was reduced under H2 at 673 K
can successfully produce NH3 (3.81 μmol g-1 h-1) under the UV light irradiation, which is
more efficient than other commercial TiO2 nanoparticle (P25, 3.04 μmol g-1 h-1) for NRR [15].
However, The hydro-reduction process still be too dangerous to control. More important,
JRC-TIO-6 is also an UV-driven photocatalyst (280–420 nm) which can hardly to harvest
sunlight. Hence, the development of highly efficient TiO2 photocatalysts with N2 fixation
ability under visible and near-infrared light is an ultimate goal for practical application.
Enlighted by the report that TiO2 with Ovac can be excited by the visible light [22,23], we
attamped to employ the defective TiO2 (DTiO2) nano-architecture to capture N2 and conduct
NRR under visible light irradiation. Compared with TiO2 powders or membranes, the DTiO2
nanotube arrays (NTAs) have the following unique advantages: (1) Their highly ordered,
vertically aligned tubular structures enhance the visible light harvesting through optical
scattering [24–26]. (2) DTiO2 NTAs inherently have large specific surface area and tube
geometry structure, which covered with high concentration of unsaturated Ti3+ sites along the
tube wall through defect engineering, creating abundant active centers for the adsorption of
N2 [27–29]. (3) DTiO2 NTAs are good for an efficient charge-carrier separation: the diffusion
distance of photogenerated electron from TiO2 nanotubes is much longer than that from
powders or membranes, which lowers the surface recombination between electrons and holes
[30,31].
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In this work we developed a “bamboos“ like DTiO2 nanotube arrays by an electrochemical
reduction method. The NTAs get the nanobamboo array (NBA) geometry and behave as a
highly selective and stable photocatalyst toward visible light driven conversion from N2 to
NH3 under ambient conditions. We attempted to demonstrate activatation process of the
adsorbed N2 on the surface of localized Ti3+ centers by the localized electrons [32]. Besides,
we were concern with how the reduction process inserts the defect levels in the band gap,
below the conduction band (CB) that can not only extend the optical absorption range, but
also improve the separation efficiency of carriers. In addition, we tried to proof the DTiO2
NBAs also benefit from the local photo-thermal effect arising from their high concentration ntype carriers. Furthermore, a detailed reaction mechanism for the N2 photo-fixation is
analyzed based on the density functional theory (DFT) simulation.
2. Experimental Section
2.1. Synthesis of ATiO2 NBAs.
The titanium foils (99.9 % purity) with a thickness of 0.1 mm were used as substrates for TiO2
nano-architecture growth, which were cleaned by ultrasonication in acetone, ethanol, and
followed by rinsing with deionized (DI) water. The anodization experiment was carried out in
an electrochemical reaction cell at a pulse potential (duty ratio 0.1) of 40 V for 4 h with 20
mm separation distance between the anode (titanium foils) and cathode (platinum sheet). The
electrolyte was consisted of NH4F (0.3 wt%), ethylene glycol (95 vol%) and DI water (5
vol%). After anodization, the sample was rinsed with ethanol and DI water with low
ultrasonic power successively, and then dried in argon. To obtain anatase crystals TiO2
nanobamboo arrays (ATiO2 NBAs), the as-anodized sample was further annealed in a muffle
furnace at 450 °C for 2 h with a heating rate of 4 °C min−1.
2.2. Synthesis of DTiO2 NBAs.
5

The DTiO2 NBAs were synthesized by the electrochemical reduction of ATiO2 NBAs in a
two-electrode cell (platinum sheet as counter electrode and the sample as work cathode) at
room temperature [33]. The electrolyte was consisted of 200 mL of ethylene glycol and 10
mL of aqueous solution with 1 mol L−1 of Na2SO4. A cathodic voltage of 6 V was then
applied to the samples for 30 s. After electrochemical reduction, the samples were rinsed with
DI water and dried with flowing argon. The oxygen vacancies (Ovac) on the surface of TiO2
nanobamboo are easily annihilated by adsorbed oxygen [34,35]. In order to tune the defects
concentration of the samples, the electrochemical reduction process was repeated three times.
2.3 Photocatalytic Nitrogen Fixation Experiments.
The nitrogen fixation experiments were performed in a 150 mL stainless steel photo-reactor
covered with quartz glass (4.6 cm in diameter) at ambient pressure. Typically, the TiO2
nanotubes film with size of 4×4 cm2 was placed in the bottom of the reactor and 70 mL ultrapure water added. Before irradiation, the suspension was exhausted for 10 minutes with a
vacuum pump to remove dissolved air and purged with high-purity N2 at a flow rate of 100
mL/min for 60 min to obtain a N2-saturated aqueous suspension. The ammonia synthesis
process was irradiated afterward with a 300 W Xe lamp and continually purged with highpurity N2 at a flow rate of 3 mL/min. The reaction solution (5 mL) was intermittently
collected, and the concentration of NH4+ in the aliquot was determined using Nessler’s
reagent as a chromogenic agent at 420 nm by HACH DR6000 ultraviolet spectrophotometer
and ion chromatography (Dionex ICS 2100, Thermo Fisher Scientific). In order to detect the
hydrogen evolution during nitrogen fixation, the photo-reactor (150 mL) was sealed with a
silica gel gasket. During the irradiation, 50 μL gas was taken from the reactor at certain
intervals. The quantitative analysis of H2 is carried out by gas chromatography (GC 7890A,
Agilent) with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD) according to the established hydrogen
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standard curve (Fig. S1). The catalytic reaction temperatures were maintained at 25 °C by a
precise thermostat.
The apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) was calculated based on the nitrogen fixation
experiment under the same conditions, except that under different monochromatic LED lamp
with wavelengths (365 nm, 405 nm, 450 nm, 532nm, 650nm and 780 nm) irradiation, and the
NH4+ yields were measured after 1 h photoreaction. The values of light intensities were
measured to 151, 150, 182, 150, 100 and 200 mW/cm2, corresponding to the 365, 405, 450,
532, 650 nm and 780 nm incident wavelength with a bandwidth of ± 5 nm, respectively. The
NH4+ yields were measured after 1 h photoreaction, and the AQE was calculated on the basis
of the following equation [36]:
AQE = Ne/Np = 6NAM/Np = 6nNAhv/Wat

(5)

where Ne, Np and NAM represent the number of reacted electrons, incident photons and
generated ammonia, respectively; n represents the molar number of generated ammonia; ν, W,
A and t are the incident light frequency, intensity, irradiation area and time, respectively; NA
and ℎ are the Avogadro’s constant and Planck constant, respectively.
2.4 Hydrazine Detection.
The amount of hydrazine was measured by the method of Watt and Chrisp [37]. Typically, 5
mL of the reaction solution was taken out and then mixed with 5 mL of the coloring solution
(a mixture of 5.99 g para-(dimethylamino) benzaldehyde, 30 mL concentrated HCl and 300
mL ethanol). After 10 min, the absorbance of resulting solution was measured at a wavelength
of 455 nm.
2.5. Characterization.
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Field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) was investigated through a Hitachi
S-4800 at 10 kV. High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) patterns were
obtained using JEOL 2100F microscope at an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. The crystal
structure of the as-synthesized products was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns with Cu Kα radiation at 40 kV, 40 mA. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy spectra
(XPS) were analyzed to identify the surface chemical composition and electron structure,
which was measured by an ESCSLAB 250Xi spectrometer with Al Kα-source radiation
(1486.6 eV). Raman spectra were recorded on a LabRAM Raman spectrometer. A 532 nm
Ar+ laser was used as excitation source. UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectra (DRS) were
spectra were acquired on a SPECORD 200 ultraviolet spectrophotometer. The BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) surface area of the samples were analyzed by nitrogen adsorptiondesorption in a ASAP 2020. Photoluminescence spectra (PL) were obtained using a
FluoroMax-4 fluorescent spectrometer at room temperature. The electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) spectra were collected on a Bruker A300 spectrometer at 90 K. The
temperature characteristics of the samples were measured by the IR thermometer (FLIR ONE).
The four probe electrical resistivity and Hall Effect tests were carried out at 300 K by the
Lake Shore Cryotronics on a model 8400 Hall measurement system.
2.6. Photo-electrochemistry Tests.
All measurements were performed on a PGSTAT204 electrochemical analyzer (Metrohm
Autolab) with a typical three-electrode system, using the prepared samples as working
electrodes, Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl) electrode as a reference electrode and a graphite rod
electrode (3 mm in diameter) as the counter electrode. The light source was a 300 W Xe lamp
(HSX-F 300, 350-780 nm). The photocurrent response was also measured in 0.2 M Na2SO4 at
a bias of -0.1 V under visible light. The Mott-Schottky measurements were performed with
the potentials ranging from -1.3 to 0.4 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) at the selected frequencies of 100 and
8

200 Hz. The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed in
0.2 M Na2SO4 from 106 to 0.01 Hz with an AC amplitude of 10 mV.
2.7. Nitrogen Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD) Measurements.
The N2-TPD was conducted on a chemisorption instrument (Micromeritics AutoChem II
2920) with a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). Typically, 0.2 g thin film with TiO2
nanotube samples was cut into small pieces and placed in a quartz glass tube. The samples
were first pretreated for 2 h by pure He (99.999%) gas flow at 150 °C and then cooled to
room temperature. Then, the N2 adsorbed of the sample was conducted in pure (99.999%) N2
gas flow with a flow rate of 50 ml min-1 for 2 h. After purging with He gas for 0.5 h to
remove the residual N2, the sample was heated to 600 °C at a rate of 10 °C min-1.
2.8. In situ Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Measurements.
The in situ FTIR spectra were performed by a Nicolet iS50 FT-IR spectrometer with a
specially designed reaction cell at a resolution of 2 cm-1. Before test, the sample was vacuum
in the reaction tank at 575K for 1h. After the reaction chamber was naturally cooled to room
temperature, pure Ar (99.999%) was introduced into the chamber as a protective gas to
achieve atmospheric pressure. At this point, the sample spectrum should be scanned once as
background value. During the in situ characterization, pure N2 (99.999%) with H2O vapor was
continually introduced into the chamber. The spectra were collected through a MCT detector
under dark condition or after a certain irradiation time using a 300 W Xe lamp.
2.9. Isotopic Labeling Experiments.
The

15N

isotope labeling experiments were performed to verify the origin of generating

ammonia. Considering the high cost of

15N

2,

this isotope test was carried out in a 150 mL

closed stainless steel photo-reactor covered with quartz glass reactor. Before irradiation, the
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suspension was exhausted for 60 minutes with a vacuum pump to remove dissolved air and
fed with

15N

2

gas to reach 1.5 bars. The product was obtained by 1H nuclear magnetic

resonance (1H-NMR) spectra on a Bruker Avance II 500 MHz system. The PH of the
solutions was adjusted to 2 using concentrated hydrochloric acid aqueous solution. The 1 mM
Maleic acid was used as the internal standard, 20% DMSO-d6 was used in the solutions. All
experiments were undertaken with water suppression and 8000 scans.
2.10. Computational Details.
All of the first-principles calculations based on density functional theory (DFT) were
conducted using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [38,39]. The ion-electron
interaction was described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [40]. The PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof (PBE) of generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was adopted for the
electron exchange-correlation [40,41]. An energy cut-off of 400 eV for plain-wave basis sets
was used. For geometry optimization, the convergence criterion for the residual force and
energy on atoms was converged to less than 0.01 eV/Å and 10-5 eV, respectively. For the
density of state (DOS) calculation, the anatase TiO2 (101) consisting of 3×1 supercell along
一

[010] and [101] directions were used. The system contains 72 atoms and the Brillouin zones
were sampled by a Monkhorst−Pack k-point mesh with a 6×6×1 k-point grid. The vacuum
thickness was set at 15 Å to avoid the interactions between adjacent slabs. Meanwhile, the
same supercell with one surface oxygen vacancies was provided to simulate the oxygendeficient TiO2 atomic layers. The GGA + U method with the correction of the Ti 3d orbitals
by U = 5.8 eV [42]. For nitrogen fixation reaction calculation, an anatase TiO2 (101) surface
model containing 72 atoms supercell was used to reduce computational demand while
guaranteeing the convergence of surface energy [43]. An oxygen atom was removed on the
surface to generate surface vacancy.
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The Gibbs free-energies of the adsorbed state were determined as follows:
∆G = ∆E－∆EZPE－T∆S

(6)

where ∆E is the chemisorption energy change between the reactant and product species
adsorbed on catalyst surface obtained directly from DFT calculations, ∆EZPE is the change in
zero-point energies, T is the temperature (298.15 K), and ∆S is the difference vibrational
entropy.

3. Results and Discussion
ATiO2 NBAs were prepared by anodizing titanium foils and subsequently annealing in a
muffle furnace. The DTiO2 NBAs were obtained by further moderate cathodic reduction in
electrolyte as described in the Experimental Section. The SEM and TEM images of the DTiO2
and ATiO2 NBAs (Fig. 1 and Fig. S2) both show the ordered nanobamboo array structure
standing vertically to the Ti substrate, with a tube diameter of ca. 100 nm and tube wall
thickness of 10 nm [25]. From inset image in Fig. 1a, the “bamboo” like tubes display a clear
annulated architecture, which amplifies the surface area of NBAs structure, and, to some
extent, tunes the photo-thermal and photonic crystal effect. The pore structures and BET
surface areas of the DTiO2 NBAs were measured by N2 adsorption–desorption measurements
at 77 K. As shown in Fig. S3, the BET surface area is estimated to be 58 m2 g–1 and the pore
sizes mainly distributed at 90–120 nm, which is consistent with the results of Fig. 1b. The
HRTEM images and related fast Fourier transform (FFT) provided detail information on the
surface structure of TiO2 crystalline phase. In both Fig. S4 and Fig. 1c, a highly crystalline
structures with a lattice space of 0.35 nm were observed, which can be assigned to the (101)
planes of anatase TiO2 [44]. In addition, the inset FFT image also confirms the same anatase
nanocrystal. After electro-reduction, the surface crystalline structures were observably
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collapsed: An obvious disordered layer with thickness of 2–4 nm was observed on the surface
of NBAs (along the yellow dashed line, Fig. 1d), while there is no appearance of disordered
amorphous phase in pure ATiO2 NBAs (Fig. S4), suggesting that electro-reduction treatment
unambiguously reconstructed an amorphous Ti-Ox thin layer. XRD analysis was also used to
reveal the crystal structural changes before and after electro-reduction treatment (Fig. S5).
Both samples have the similar diffraction peaks, which can be indexed as anatase phase
(JCPDF 21-2172) [45]. However, the intensity of diffraction peaks of DTiO2 NBAs much
lower than that of ATiO2 NBAs, indicating that the electro-reduction treatment, to some
extent, destroyed the long-range patterns, thus reducing the crystallinity.

Fig. 1. a) SEM image; inset (a) the “bamboo” like vertical DTiO2 NBAs. b) TEM image, and
c, d) HRTEM images of DTiO2 NBAs; Inset (c) the corresponding FFTs along the crystal
(101) plane of the anatase TiO2; (d) The yellow dashed line compartmentalizes the ordered
crystalline anatase and the disordered amorphous TiOx generated by electro-reduction.
12

Raman spectroscopy was further conducted to investigate the local structure properties. As
shown in Fig. 2a, the peak intensity of DTiO2 NBAs obviously decreased, which was
typically characteristic of the disordered phase on the surface [46]. This is well consistent
with the observation in HRTEM and XRD. Additionally, both samples have similar Raman
peaks, but the slight blue-shift of Raman peak positions ranging from 100 to 800 cm−1 is
observed on DTiO2 NBAs. It could be attributed to non-stoichiometry of Ti/O on the surface
of DTiO2 NBAs caused by Ovac [47]. The XPS reveals that the Ti 2p peak of DTiO2 NBAs
also slightly shift to lower binding energy (Fig. S6). This may be due to the reduction process
accompanied by the formation of Ti3+ sites associated with Ovac, as well as the Ti local
coordination number decrease [48]. Furthermore, the colour of the NTAs changed from light
grey to dark blue after reduction treatment (Fig. S7). The extended adsorption spectrum was
mainly caused by the F’ colour centre of anatase with high concentration of Ovac [49,50].

Fig. 2. a) Raman spectra of ATiO2 NBAs and DTiO2 NBAs. b)Low-temperature EPR patterns
for ATiO2 NBAs and DTiO2 NBAs obtained on a Bruker A300 spectrometer at 90 K.

Low-temperature EPR was further employed to confirm the presence of defects on the
surface of DTiO2 NBAs (Fig. 2b). It can be observed that ATiO2 NBAs is EPR silent, while
the DTiO2 NBAs shows distinct EPR signals at approximately g = 2.003 and g = 1.998,
respectively. The signal at g = 2.003 can be attributed to the electrons localized on Ovac [51].
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The observed signal at g = 1.998 is attributed to paramagnetic Ti3+ centers. This is mainly
because the electrons shared by Ti-O bond can be transferred to the adjacent Ti4+ to produce
the reduced Ti3+ polarons [32,52]. To understand the electronic structure of DTiO2 NBAs, the
ultraviolet–visible (UV-vis) absorption spectra were used to determine the optical properties
of the samples, including commercial P25 (Degussa made nano-TiO2), ATiO2 NBAs and
DTiO2 NBAs (Fig. 3a). All samples display excellent intrinsic light absorption in the UV
range. Moreover, both NTAs, no matter ATiO2 or DTiO2 NBAs, largely extend the light
absorption to visible light, which can be attributed to the slow photon effect on the ordered
ATiO2 NBAs photonic crystal structure, or F’ colour centre [24–26,53]. Notably, the DTiO2
NBAs show an additional significant absorption in the visible–near infrared (Vis-NIR) region
(Fig. 3b), which results from the polaron absorption with the Ti3+ as the host polarons induced
by localized electrons [54–56]. This also indicates the presence of impurity levels in the
DTiO2 NBAs bandgap region. To further prove the result, the density functional theory (DFT)
calculation was carried out to investigate the electronic band structure changes of ATiO2
NBAs before and after reduction treatment (Fig. 3c and d). For the model, the anatase TiO2
(101) slab containing six layers with and without a surface Ovac are adopted (Fig. S8) [43].
The density of states (DOS) reveal that the Ovac bring a localized electronic state composed of
the Ti 3d orbital just below the CB by ~0.32 eV, indicating that the electrons present at Ovac
sites are ionized and localized at Ti atoms to form small polarons (inset Fig. 3d) [57]. In
addition, the formed shallow donor level can directly excite the local electrons to CB, thus
contributing to the visible light response [58–60].
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Fig. 3. a) UV-vis absorption spectra of P25, ATiO2 and DTiO2 NBAs. b) Vis-NIR absorption
spectra ,and c, d) the calculated density of states (DOS) of ATiO2 and DTiO2 NBAs.
The PL, Hall measurement and photoelectrochemical analyses were further carried out to
investigate the carrier characteristics in DTiO2 NBAs. Fig. 4a shows the comparison of PL
spectra of ATiO2 NBAs and DTiO2 NBAs in the wavelength range of 350–600 nm with the
excitation at 325 nm at room temperature. The first peak at 400 nm (3.1 eV) was ascribed to
the emission of band-gap transition. Other than that, there are 4 peaks observed in range of
440–500 nm, which can be assigned to excite photoluminescence. The peaks at 450 and 468
nm are from the band-edge free excitons, and the other two peaks at 480 and 491 nm are
attributed to bound excitons [45,61]. It is clear that the PL intensity of DTiO2 NBAs is much
lower than that of ATiO2 NBAs, indicating less recombination of the charge carriers. As
shown in Fig. 4b, both samples show a fast photocurrent response to periodic light on-off. The
photocurrent intensity of DTiO2 NBAs is much higher than that of ATiO2 NBAs, indicating
15

the carrier separation in DTiO2 NBAs is under a better condition. This is mainly due to the
coated Ti-Ox layer on the surface of ATiO2, which leads to the formation of impurity levels
and carrier trapping centres, thus promoting the separation of photo-generated electrons and
holes, and inhibiting their recombination [62,63].

Fig. 4. a) Room-temperature PL emission spectra, b) Transient photocurrent responses, and c)
EIS Nyquist plots of ATiO2 and DTiO2 NBAs. d) Thermographic photographs of the Ti foil,
ATiO2 and DTiO2 NBAs. The first three were exposed to an 650 nm LED at the density of 0.1
W cm-2, and the last three were exposed to an 780 nm LED at the density of 0.2 W cm-2.
In addition, the EIS were carried out to investigate the charge transfer performance. The
impedance spectra of ATiO2 and DTiO2 NBAs are both showing single semicircles (Fig. 4c),
which implies that the electrode reaction is charge transfer controlled and can be modeled as
an electric equivalent circuit (Fig. 4c inset) with a parallel combination of the double-layer
capacitance (CPE), and the charge transfer resistance (Rct) in series with the solution
16

resistance (Rs). Table S1 shows the main parameters of equivalent circuit for the impedance
data of the samples. It can be found that the Rct and Rs values of DTiO2 NBAs is much
smaller than that of ATiO2 NBAs, indicating that the resistance of the carrier transfer
decreased immediately. Hall Effect tests were also carried out to further reveal the effect of
reduction treatment on the electronic properties of samples. Although the Ti foil substrate
may affect the test data, it did not change the overall trend of sample performance. As shown
in Table 1, the Hall coefficient (RH) displays that both the ATiO2 NBAs and DTiO2 NBAs are
n-type semiconductors. The carrier concentrations (n) of ATiO2 NBAs and DTiO2 NBAs are
8.997×1012 cm-3 and 1.750×1015 cm-3 respectively, indicating that reduction treatment results
in more Ti3+ species with local electronic states, thus increasing the carrier concentration. The
calculated van der Pauw resistivity (ρ) of DTiO2 NBAs is much lower than that of ATiO2
NBAs, mainly caused by the high carrier concentration of DTiO2 NBAs. However, electron
carrier mobility (μe) of DTiO2 NBAs is lower than that of ATiO2 NBAs, further demonstrated
that the surface lattice distortion can induce the formation of small polarons and suggest that
the conduction of electrons is dominated by small polaron hopping [32,57,64]. Moreover, the
concentration of free carriers or small polarons in DTiO2 NBAs is significantly increased by
introducing defects. The increased free carrier concentration not only enhances the NIR
absorption of the semiconductor, but also improves the light to heat conversion (photothermal) efficiency due to a high probability of non-radiative recombination [65]. In order to
confirm the photo-thermal effect, we measured the surface temperature of the sample under
the irradiation of NIR light. As shown in Fig. 4d, the surface temperature of the DTiO2 NBAs
rapidly increased to 42.5°C and 38.9°C under the 650 and 780 nm red light irradiation,
respectively. By contrast, under the identical illumination condition, the surface temperature
of the ATiO2 NBAs only reached 38°C and 34.5°C, respectively, indicating that the local
surface photo-thermal effect on DTiO2 NBAs has been enhanced due to the high probability
of non-radiative relaxation occurred in the Ti3d orbital [66,67].
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Table 1. AC field Hall effect data taken at 300 K.
Sample

RH[a]

n[b]
(cm-3)

ρ[c]
(Ω-cm)

μe [d]
(cm2V-1s-1)

TiO2 NTAs

-693574

8.997×1012

37686.4

18.399

DTiO2 NBAs

-3566

1.750×1015

713.3

4.998

[a] RH, Hall coefficient, [b] n, carrier concentration, [c] ρ, resistivity, and [d] μe,
electron carrier mobility.

Fig. 5. a) Time course of NH3 evolution in the photocatalytic NRR in N2 or Ar saturated pure
water under 300 W Xenon lamp irradiation. b) Peaks of NH4+ in Ion chromatography. The
NH4+ generated on DTiO2 NBAs under 650 nm and 780 nm monochromatic irradiation. c)
The AQE of NH3 evolution by N2 photo-fixation for DTiO2 NBAs under monochromatic
lamp irradiation at different wavelengths. d) Multicycle N2 fixation with DTiO2 NBAs.
To quantify the performance of the NTAs samples for photocatalytic nitrogen fixation, the
DTiO2 and ATiO2 NBAs films with size of 4×4 cm2 were placed in a single compartment cell
and immersed in N2-saturated water with continuous N2 bubbling. Both samples were
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employed to produce NH3/NH4+ which was detected by Nessler's reagent and ion
chromatography (Fig. S9). The concentration of NH3/NH4+ increased linearly with irradiation
time, while no NH3/NH4+ was detected in the case of purging with Ar (Fig. 5a). The
NH3/NH4+ evolution efficiency on DTiO2 NBAs was estimated to be 284.2 nmol cm-2 h-1
(48.3 mg m-2 h-1), corresponding to 178 μmol g-1 h-1 (0.03 g freestanding DTiO2 NBAs on
film) under Xenon lamp irradiation, which is almost 4 times higher than that of ATiO2 NBAs
(61.5 nmol cm-2 h-1). In addition, the photocatalytic activity of the DTiO2 NBAs is also
significantly higher than that of the defect TiO2 nanoparticles (DTiO2 NPs), as shown in Fig.
S10. Meanwhile, the NH3/NH4+ yield on DTiO2 NBAs under AM1.5 light irradiation was
also 4.3 times higher than that of ATiO2 NBAs (35.1 nmol cm-2 h-1) (Fig. S11 and Fig. S12a).
These results show that the DTiO2 NBAs performed better than the previous reported
photocatalytic membranes, as summarized in Table S2. We also explored the possible side
reactions of N2 fixation. The side reaction of H2 evolution rate was estimated to be 7.4 nmol
cm-2 h-1 (Fig. S12b). The produced H2 amount was found to be only ca. 3 mol% with respect
to the harvested NH3. In addition, no apparent N2H4 was detected (Fig. S13 and S14), which
means that the DTiO2 NBAs has a high selectivity for NH3 synthesis from N2 reduction. A
control experiment by substituting water with acetonitrile revealed no NH3 production.
Besides, the NH3 yield in aqueous solution containing 10% methanol was much higher than
that in the water system because methanol is easy to be oxidized by h+ as a sacrificial electron
donor (Fig. S15). This indicates that in the present water/N2 system, water is the electron
donor for NRR [15].
Since the DTiO2 NBAs showed strong light absorption in Vis-NIR region, we executed N2
reduction tests under monochromatic light at 650 and 780 nm. The yield of NH3 production
was detected by ion chromatography (Fig. 5b), the NH3 yield on DTiO2 NBAs was 107 nmol
cm-2 h-1 at 650 nm, and 45 nmol cm-2 h-1 at 780 nm. The AQE for DTiO2 NBAs under the
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monochromatic light irradiation, which closely matched the absorption spectrum in the visible
region (Fig. 5c). The AQE was calculated to be 0.39% at 365 nm, 0.12% at 405 nm, 0.11% at
450 nm, 0.15% at 532 nm, 0.24% at 650 nm, and 0.07% at 780 nm. Although the wavelength
(450, 532, 650, and 780 nm) was far away from the cut-off absorption edge (400 nm) of
DTiO2 NBAs, the N2 reduction can still be triggered, which could be attributed to the indirect
excitation caused by the defect states in DTiO2 NBAs [16,68]. The stability of the DTiO2
NBAs catalyst for N2 reduction was evaluated by conducting 6 successive cycles. No
noticeable decrease on the NH3 production efficiency was observed (Fig. 5d). Further, XRD
patterns and XPS spectra of DTiO2 NBAs evidenced no obvious change was found on the
structure and surface states of DTiO2 NBAs before and after the durability test (Fig. S16).

Fig. 6. a) N2-TPD profiles of ATiO2 NBAs and DTiO2 NBAs. b) 1H NMR spectra of solution
after N2 fixation reaction using DTiO2 NBAs as a photocatalyst in the 14N2 or 15N2 atmosphere.
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c) In situ FTIR spectra recorded from DTiO2 NBAs under Xenon lamp irradiation in the
presence of N2 and water. d) Electronic energy-level diagram of DTiO2 NBAs.
The N2 absorption behaviours were performed by N2-TPD measurements. As shown in
Fig. 6a, the DTiO2 NBAs exhibited a much stronger N2 desorption peak than ATiO2 NBAs in
the range of the 300–370°C, which is closely related to the chemical adsorption capacity of
the samples for N2 at room temperature. This finding suggested that the Ovac in DTiO2 NBAs
provide considerable chemical adsorption sites to capture N2 from aqueous solution. As the
N2 adsorption is the initial step for NH3 fixation reaction, the favourable N2 adsorption on
DTiO2 NBAs is beneficial for the whole NRR process [69]. To verify the origin of
synthesized ammonia, an isotopic labelling study using

15N

2

as a nitrogen source was

conducted [13]. As revealed by 1H-NMR spectra (Fig. 6b), the 1H-NMR signal of reaction
solution in the

14N

2

atmosphere is split into a triplet symmetric signals with spacing of 51.2

Hz, which is consistent with the standard 14NH4+ solution at the same chemical shift region. A
doublet signal with a spacing of 73.2 Hz was observed in the reaction solution with the 15N2
atmosphere, which agrees well with the signal of standard

15NH +
4

solution [70,71]. These

results confirmed that the NH3 was indeed originates from N2.
To probe the photocatalytic NRR process, in situ FTIR spectra ware applied to identify
reaction intermediates on the surface of DTiO2 NBAs under the NRR condition (Fig. 6c).
Several absorption bands gradually arise with the irradiation. Specifically, the peaks at 2250,
2325 and 2389 cm-1 are characteristic for the chemisorbed N2 species [72,73]. The peak
location at 1653 cm-1 can be assigned to ν(OH) bending mode due to the adsorbed water [74].
The peak at 1268 cm-1 can be attributed to the wagging mode of -NH2 [36]. The band at 1554
cm-1 is in good agreement with the σ(N-H) bending mode derived from intermediates and
NH3 species [18,36]. Furthermore, the band at 1411 cm−1 arise from the characteristic
absorption of NH4+ [16]. To eliminate the interference by adsorbed water on the identification
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of nitrogen-containing functional groups, the in situ FTIR spectra for H2O adsorbed on the
DTiO2 NBAs surface were also observed (Fig. S17). It is seen that the bands of adsorbed H2O
located at 1575-1725 and 3200-3700 cm−1, which are not coincided with the bands of
nitrogen-containing functional groups. The electronic structure of DTiO2 NBAs was also
studied by Mott-Schottky (MS) plots and XPS valence band (VB) spectra for in-depth
investigate the catalytic mechanism (Fig. S18). Combined with the result of DFT calculation
that the defect states are formed below the CB of the DTiO2 NBAs, the electronic energylevel diagram of DTiO2 NBAs was obtained (Fig. 6d). From thermodynamic point of view,
the CB potential of DTiO2 NBAs is too high to directly reduce N2. However, the defect sites
on DTiO2 NBAs surface can chemisorb N2, and serve as electron trap centres, which
enhanced the photo-generated electrons transfer from DTiO2 NBAs to the empty antibonding
orbitals (π*) of adsorbed N2, thus promoting the N2 activation and cleaving of N≡N triple
bond [16,18].
The first principles calculations were performed to get further insight into the N2 adsorption,
activation and conversion processes on the surface of DTiO2 NBAs. It is well-established that
the chemisorption of N2 on the catalyst surface is the prerequisite for efficient nitrogen
fixation. As expected, the N2 molecule could be adsorbed on the oxygen vacancy of DTiO2
NBAs with a terminal end-on structure and form a bond with the sideward Ti atom (Fig. S19).
Charge density difference of DTiO2 NBAs with the adsorption of N2 is further calculated (Fig.
7a). Both the electronic exchange and transfer between the two sideward Ti atoms and N2
were observed. This results agree well with the “acceptance-donation” process between the
transition metal and N2 [75]. The Ti atom would accept lone-pair electrons and
simultaneously donate available d-orbital electrons back transfer into the π N−N antibonding
orbital to activate the N2, which activates or weakens the N≡N triple bond [16,18]. It is
believed that the end-on adsorbed N2 are converted to NH3 through the distal or alternating
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mechanisms, including six consecutive protonation and reduction processes (Fig. S20) [76,77].
Therefore, we studied the conversion of the activated N2 to NH3 processes on the surface of
DTiO2 NBAs, following the two mechanisms. The optimized geometric structures of various
intermediates along the reaction path of distal and alternating pathways are presented in Fig.
S21 and S22. Fig. 7b summarizes the N-N bond length changes at various states of each
elementary step. It turns out that the defect sites as chemical adsorption centres of N2 indeed
weaken the N2 triple bond, increasing the N≡N distance to 1.132 Å (compared with 1.078 Å
for free molecular N2).

Fig. 7. a) Difference charge density of the DTiO2 NBAs absorbed by N2. The yellow and blue
isosurfaces represent charge accumulation and depletion in the space, respectively. b) The
N≡N bond length changes with the reaction process. c) Free energy diagrams for N2 reduction
on DTiO2 NBAs through distal and alternating mechanisms.
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The increasing N-N bond length of subsequent intermediates demonstrated that N≡N triple
bonds could be continuously weakened until the generation of NH3. The Gibbs free energy (G)
for each step involves in the N2 fixation was also calculated to provide a theoretical insight
into the reaction mechanism (Fig. 7c). The initial adsorption of N2 in this end-on
configuration releases 0.44 eV free energy. Owing to the high binding strength between N2
and DTiO2 NBAs, the adsorbed N2 will be hydrogenated by adsorbing a proton coupled with
an electron transfer to form *N≡NH specie is very easy with the free energy uphill of 0.29 eV.
For the subsequent steps through the distal pathway, the hydrogen species (H+ + e−)
consecutively attack the distal N atoms. It can be found that there are two free energy uphill
elementary reaction steps, including the first NH3 molecule released (*N= NH3 to *N--NH3),
the second NH3 formation (*NH2 to *NH3). The Gibbs free energy changes (ΔG) for the two
steps are +1.53 and +0.19 eV, respectively. Therefore, in the distal pathway, the formation of
the first NH3 molecule is the ratel-limiting step due to the maximum ΔG values (+1.53 eV)
among all elementary steps. For the alternating pathway, the hydrogenation alternately occurs
between the two N atoms. Different from the distal pathway, there are three free energy uphill
elementary reaction steps, including *NH=NH2 →*NH2= NH2 reaction, the first NH3 released
reaction (*NH2-NH3 to *NH2), and the second NH3 formation reaction (*NH2 to *NH3). The
ΔG values for the three steps are +0.23, +0.37, and +0.19 eV, respectively. The rate-limiting
step in the alternating pathway corresponds to the first NH3 formation reaction (*NH2-NH3 to
*NH2) with a barrier of 0.37 eV, which is much lower than that of distal (1.53 eV) pathway,
indicating that the NRR on the DTiO2 NBAs surface prefers to proceed through the
alternating mechanism. By contrast, the desorption of the NH3 molecule （ *NH3 to NH3 ）
demands 1.38 eV free energy. However, such a process remains energetically efficient
because a large amount of free energy has beeen accumulated in previous reaction steps (3.29
eV at potential of 0.00 eV) [3,77].
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4. Conclusion
In summary, we found a potential candidate plucked from traditional photocatalysts for the
solar-to-chemical conversion from N2 to NH3 on DTiO2 NBAs. The reduction treatment
resulted in the Ovac formed and created a large number localized Ti3+ centers, also known as
small polarons, which simultaneously enhanced photon absorption, carrier density, electronic
conductivity and local thermal effect, thus endowing DTiO2 NBAs with excellent
performance for Vis-NIR driven reduction of N2 with an apparent quantum efficiency of
0.24% at 650 nm, and 0.07% up to 780 nm. Isotopic experiments confirmed that the synthetic
NH3 was completely derived from the supplied N2. Moreover, experimental results and DFT
calculations show that the Ti3+ centers of DTiO2 NBAs are active sites for N2 chemisorption
and N≡N triple bond cleavage. For the subsequent N2 reduction process, the computed onset
potential is only 0.37 V through the alternating hydrogenation mechanism. We expect this
strategy can be applied to develop other efficient noble-metal free defect photocatalysts for
the creation of highly active N2 reduction operating in ambient conditions.

Appendix A. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at DOI: XXXX.
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Highlights


Defective TiO2 nanobamboo arrays (DTiO2 NBAs) are implanted on Ti foil by anodizing



DTiO2 NBAs adsorb UV-Vis-IR light (up to 780 nm) to activate N≡N bonds



Highly selective NH3 yield (48.3 mg m-2 h-1) without sacrificial agent or noble-metal



Alternating photo-fixation mechanism based on deconstructing N2 adsorption on DTiO2



Rate-limiting step (*NH2→*NH3) with low energy barrier (0.37 eV) is conveyed by DFT
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